Abstract. In the classical theory of monotone equimeasurable rearrangements of functions, "equimeasurability" (i.e. the fact the two functions have the same distribution) is defined relative to a given additive probability measure. These rearrangement tools have been successfully used in many problems in economic theory dealing with uncertainty where the monotonicity of a solution is desired. However, in all of these problems, uncertainty refers to the classical Bayesian understanding of the term, where the idea of ambiguity is absent. Arguably, Knighitan uncertainty, or ambiguity is one of the cornerstones of modern decision theory. It is hence natural to seek an extension of these classical tools of equimeasurable rearrangements to situations of ambiguity. This paper introduces the idea of a monotone equimeasurable rearrangement in the context of non-additive probabilities, or capacities that satisfy a property that I call strong nonatomicity. The latter is a strengthening of the notion of nonatomicity, and these two properties coincide for additive measures and for submodular (i.e. concave) capacities. To illustrate the usefulness of these tools in economic theory, I consider an application to a problem arising in the theory of production under uncertainty.
Introduction
The theory of monotone equimeasurable rearrangements dates back to the work of Hardy, Littlewood, and Pólya [45] . The theory was then extended by Cambanis et al. [5] , Chong and Rice [26] , Day [30, 31] , Lorentz [51] , and Luxemburg [52] . The central result in this classical theory is that for any real-valued function f defined on the real line, there exists a nonincreasing (resp. nondecreasing) function that has the same distribution as the function f for Lebesgue measure. This function is called the nonincreasing (resp. nondecreasing) rearrangement of the function f , and is almost surely unique for Lebesgue measure.
These rearrangement tools have proven to be very fruitful in many areas of economic theory dealing with uncertainty. For instance, in the theory of optimal insurance design, monotonicity of an optimal indemnity schedule is desired since monotone contracts are truthtelling. Rearrangement techniques have been used extensively in the insurance literature [9, 11, 29, 40, 42] . Also, since the seminal work of Landsberger and Meilijson [50] , it is well known that in problems of risk sharing between two individuals with preferences that preserve second-order stochastic dominance, Pareto optimal allocations are comonotonic. This is closely related to the idea of a monotone equimeasurable rearrangement; and, indeed, rearrangement techniques have been used in the context of risk-sharing [4, 8, 12, 14, 15, 28] . Equimeasurable rearrangements have also proven to be useful in other ares of economic theory, such as incentive, or agency theory [10, 11] , the theory of debt contracting with costly state verification [16] , the theory of demand for contingent claims [13, 41] , the theory of portfolio choice [46, 48] , or even econometrics [23, 24, 25] and the theory of entrepreneurship and innovation [3] , for instance 1 .
In all of this literature, with the exception of the last cited work, the idea of uncertainty is inherited from the classical theory of choice under uncertainty, as developed by von Neuamnn and Morgenstern [61] , De Finetti [32] , and Savage [59] . This classical theory follows the Bayesian paradigm, where the uncertainty that a given economic agent faces in a given decision problem is described by a probability measure over a given space of contingencies. When this probability measure is objective [61] , i.e. independent of the decision maker's (DM) preferences, the problem is typically referred to as a situation of decision under risk. When this probability measure is subjective [32, 59] , i.e. determined from the DM's preferences, the problem is one of decision under uncertainty. In both situations, be it a situation of decision under risk or one of decision under uncertainty, a DM has a clear probabilistic assessment of the underlying uncertainty that he faces. However, since the seminal work of Knight [49] , there was an implicit discomfort with this Bayesian viewpoint, and the possibility that the DM might not be fully confident in his probabilistic assessment has been alluded to. As Knight writes [49, p. 227 
], "The action which follows upon an opinion depends as much upon the amount of confidence in that opinion as it does upon the favorableness of the opinion itself."
P pRq ě P pBq ðñ P pR Y Y q ě P pB Y Y q In Ellsberg's example, individuals are asked to rank their preferences between gambles A and B on the one hand, and gambles C and D on the other hand. Ellsberg predicted (and his prediction was supported by empirical evidence 3 ) that most individuals tend to strictly prefer gamble A to gamble B and gamble D to gamble C, violating the prediction of SEU. This was referred to as the Ellsberg paradox, since it is a paradox in the framework of SEU. In essence, the Ellsberg paradox suggests that people prefer known uncertainties to unknown uncertainties: the probability of winning $100 in gamble A is exactly 1{3, whereas the probability of winning $100 in gamble B is unknown. Similarly, the probability of winning $100 in gamble D is exactly 2{3, whereas the probability of winning $100 in gamble C is unknown.
Largely motivated by the Ellsberg paradox, modern decision theory, also called neo-Bayesian decision theory not only distinguishes between (objective) risk and (subjective) uncertainty, but also between uncertainty and ambiguity. Neo-Bayesian decision theory is an umbrella term that refers to several models of choice under uncertainty and ambiguity that aim at describing the behavior of an economic agent in the presence of ambiguity, and to accommodate for behavior such as the one described in the three-color urn example above. For example, in Schmeidler [60] ambiguity is represented by a non-additive subjective "probability" measure, called a capacity, and preferences are aggregated using an integral defined with respect to capacities: the Choquet integral. Schmeidler's [60] seminal work, and his model of decision under ambiguity, which came to be known as Choquet Expected Utility (CEU) can be seen as the starting point of decision theoretic investigations of models of choice under ambiguity. It is easy to see how CEU can accommodate for the behavior described in the Ellsberg example. For instance, if κ is a non-additive "probability" measure representing the DM's beliefs in the three-color urn example above, and if κ pRq " κ pR Y Bq " κ pR Y Y q " 1{3, κ pBq " κ pY q " 0, and κ pB Y Y q " 2{3, then the DM will prefer Gamble A to Gamble B and Gamble D to Gamble C, as predicted by Ellsberg. After Schmeidler's work, many axiomatic models of decision under ambiguity were introduced. In Gilboa and Schmeidler [44] , ambiguity is described by a set of probability measures, rather than one such measure, and preferences are aggregated using the minimum value of the usual (Lebesgue) integral over this collection. Recently, Ghirardato, Maccheroni, and Marinacci [39] proposed a general model of decision under ambiguity that includes that of [44] , and Amarante [2] introduced a model of decision under ambiguity that includes the aforementioned ones. I refer to the recent survey of Gilboa and Marinacci [43] for more on this topic, including other models of decision under ambiguity and applications of these models to several problems in economic theory.
The important contribution of Amarante [2] was to show that Choquet integration is a wide enough aggregation concept for preferences that it can encompass most models of decision under ambiguity, and in particular the most popular ones. Indeed, Amarante [2] shows that most models of decision under ambiguity can be represented as models were the objects of choice (or acts) are evaluated by a Choquet integral with respect to some capacity. The ideas of a capacity, a "distribution" of a function with respect to a capacity, and a Choquet integral are at the core of theory of choice under ambiguity, and the work of Amarante [2] is only a reminder of this. In fact, ever since the idea of a non-additive probability measure entered economic theory, there has been work devoted to extending some of the classical measure-theoretic and probabilistic tools to a setting of non-additive measures, with the purpose of applying these tools to problems in economics where ambiguity prevails. See, for instance, [18, 19, 21, 22, 33, 38, 53, 54, 56, 57] , to cite only a few. This paper falls in this line of work. Indeed, the entire literature on equimeasurable rearrangements is confined to the classical measure-theoretic setup where one is given an underlying measure space, and where the equimeasurabiliy of two functions means that they both have the same distribution according to the underlying probability measure. In order to extend the use of these powerful rearrangement techniques to situations of ambiguity, it is imperative to be able to define an equimeasurable rearrangement of a function in the case where equimeasurability is defined relative to an underlying non-additive measure, or a capacity. This is precisely the aim of this paper.
Specifically, let ν be a capacity (Definition 2.1 below) on a given measurable space pS, Gq, let X : S Ñ R`be a given bounded G-measurable function with X pSq :" r0, M s, and let Y " I˝X, for some bounded, Borel-measurable map I : X pSq Ñ R`. For each bounded function Y : S Ñ R`, let }Y } sup :" sup tY psq : s P Su. If ν is continuous (Definition 2.2 below) and verifies a property that will be called strong nonatomicity with respect to X (Definition 2.10 below), then there exists a function r Y : S Ñ R`such that:
(1) r Y " r I˝X, for some function r I : X pSq Ñ R`which is nonincreasing, right-continuous, bounded, and Borel-measurable; (2) ν´ts P S : Y psq ą tu¯" ν´ts P S : r Y psq ą tu¯for each t P R; and,
In particular,
(1) The Choquet integral of Y with respect to ν (Definition 2.5 below) is equal to the Choquet integral of r Y with respect to ν; and, (2) r Y is anti-comonotonic with X (Definition 2.7 below). r Y will be called a nonincreasing ν-upper-rearrangement of Y with respect to X. I show that the property of strong nonatomicity with respect to X is closely related to the assumption of nonatomicity of ν˝X´1, i.e. the assumption that ν˝X´1 pttuq " 0 for each t P R. Strong nonatomicity and nonatomicity coincide for (additive) measures and for submodular capacities (Definition 2.3 below). Similarly, I consider a nondecreasing rearrangement, and then I examine the special case of nonatomic (additive) measures. This is a simple, yet powerful result that can be used in situations of ambiguity where monotonicity of a solution is paramount. Just as the classical theory of equimeasurable rearrangements provided a powerful tool in many problems in economic theory, where uncertainty is purely Bayesian, the results of this paper can be seen as a tool for extending these Bayesian analyses in economic theory to situations of ambiguity. As an illustration, I examine a problem of production under uncertainty. Specifically, I consider an economy with a producer and a consumer. The producer faces an uncertain price of an input, and has the possibility of producing several goods, each of which is produced in a random amount that depends on the random price of the input. Uncertainty is represented by a state space, as in the sate-contingent approach to the theory of production under uncertainty [20] . The firm has ambiguous beliefs about the realizations of the uncertain price of the input, and this ambiguity is represented by a capacity on the sate space. The firm's problem is to choose a good to produce so as to minimize the "expected production cost" associated with the (random) amount produced of that good, subject to a minimum production target constraint, as well as some other constraints. This "expected production cost" is a mapping from the collection of all possible outputs to the real line, such as a Choquet integral. In this context, it is natural for the optimal good produced to be such that the amount produced of that good is a nonincreasing function of the input's uncertain price. Indeed, given a fixed budget, the more expensive the input the less amount of input can be purchased, and hence the less amount of outputs can be produced, ceteris paribus. I show that this desired monotonicity property can be achieved using the ideas developed in this paper.
Outline. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews some preliminary definitions and introduces a property of a given capacity that will be called strong nonatomicity; Section 3 introduces the idea of a monotone equimeasurable rearrangement in the context of a capacity; Section 4 examines the special case of rearrangements with respect to an additive probability measure and shows how the classical results can be recovered; Section 5 formulates an equimeasurable nonincreasing rearrangement for simple functions; Sections 6 gives an example of the many possible applications of the idea of rearrangement with respect to a capacity; and, Section 7 concludes. Appendix A gives some useful related analysis, and most of the proofs are relegated to Appendix B. An example of a capacity on a measurable space pS, Gq is a set function ν :" T˝P , where P is a probability measure on pS, Gq and T : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s is increasing with T p0q " 0 and T p1q " 1. Such a function T is usually called a probability distortion, and the capacity T˝P is usually called a distorted probability measure. Definition 2.2. A capacity ν on pS, Gq is said to be continuous from above if for any sequence tA n u n in G such that A n`1 Ď A n for each n ě 1, we have:
A nA capacity ν on pS, Gq is said to be continuous from below if for any sequence tA n u n in G such that A n Ď A n`1 for each n ě 1, we have:
inally, a capacity ν on pS, Gq is said to be continuous if it is both continuous from above and continuous from below.
For instance, if P is a probability measure on pS, Gq and T : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s is increasing and continuous, with T p0q " 0 and T p1q " 1, then the set function ν :" T˝P is a capacity on pS, Gq which is continuous. This is an immediate consequence of the continuity of the measure P for monotone sequences [27, Prop. 1.2.3] and the continuity of T . Definition 2.3. A capacity ν on pS, Gq is said to be submodular (resp. additive) if for each A, B P G,
For example, if P is a probability measure on pS, Gq and T : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s is increasing and concave, with T p0q " 0 and T p1q " 1, then the set function ν :" T˝P is a capacity on pS, Gq which is submodular [33, Ex. 2.1].
Definition 2.4. For a given capacity ν on pS, Gq and a given ψ P B pGq, the upper-distribution of ψ with respect to ν is the function
and the lower-distribution of ψ with respect to ν is the function F ν,ψ : R Ñ r0, 1s t Þ Ñ F ν,ψ ptq :" ν`ts P S : ψ psq ď tu( 2.5) Then G ν,ψ is nonincreasing, and if ν is continuous from below then G ν,ψ is right-continuous [33, p. 46] . Similarly, F ν,ψ is nondecreasing, and if ν is continuous from above then F ν,ψ is right-continuous. Clearly, if ν is additive then F ν,ψ ptq " 1´G ν,ψ ptq, for each t P R.
If ν " T˝P , for some probability measure P on pS, Gq and some distortion function T : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s, then for any φ 1 , φ 2 P B pGq, if φ 1 and φ 2 are identically distributed 4 for P , then they have the same upper-distribution with respect to ν and the same lower-distribution with respect to ν.
For any capacity ν on pS, Gq and for any φ 1 , φ 2 P B pGq, let φ 1 ν " φ 2 mean that φ 1 and φ 2 have the same upper-distribution with respect to ν, and let φ 1 " ν φ 2 mean that φ 1 and φ 2 have the same lower-distribution with respect to ν. Definition 2.5. For a given capacity ν on pS, Gq and a given ψ P B`pGq, the Choquet integral ű ψ dν of ψ with respect to ν is defined by (2.6)
If φ P B pGq, then the Choquet integral ű φ dν of φ with respect to ν is defined by (2.7)
As a result, if φ 1 , φ 2 P B pGq have the same upper-distribution with respect to ν then ű φ 1 dν " ű φ 2 dν. This motivates the following definition. Definition 2.6. Given a capacity ν on pS, Gq, a mapping V : B pGq Ñ R is said to be ν-upper-lawinvariant if for any φ 1 , φ 2 P B pGq,
Similarly, V is said to be ν-lower-law-invariant if for any φ 1 , φ 2 P B pGq,
For instance, the Choquet integral with respect to a given capacity ν is a ν-upper-law-invariant function on B pGq. Moreover, if ν is a bona fide countably additive measure then for each φ 1 , φ 2 P B pGq,
where B pRq denotes the Borel σ-algebra on R. The last equivalence is a straight-forward application of Dynkin's π-λ theorem (Theorem A.5, p. 20).
The Choquet integral with respect to a measure is simply the usual Lebesgue integral with respect to that measure [55, p. 59] . For any capacity ν on pS, Gq and for any ψ P B`pGq, the following holds [55, Prop. 4.8]:
(2.8)
Moreover, for any capacity ν on pS, Gq and for any φ P B pGq, the following holds [55, p. 60]:
4 That is, P˝φ´1 1 pBq " P˝φ´1 2 pBq, for any Borel set B.
(2.9)
Finally, as a functional on B pGq, the Choquet integral (with respect to some given capacity) is supnorm-continuous, being Lipschitz continuous [55, Prop. 4.11] .
Definition 2.7. Two functions Y 1 , Y 2 P B pGq are said to be comonotonic if (2.10)
For instance any Y P B pGq is comonotonic with any c P R. Moreover, if Y 1 , Y 2 P B pGq, and if Y 2 is of the form Y 2 " I˝Y 1 , for some Borel-measurable function I, then Y 2 is comonotonic (resp. anti-comonotonic) with Y 1 if and only if the function I is nondecreasing (resp. nonincreasing).
The following proposition gathers some properties of the Choquet integral.
Proposition 2.8. Let ν be a capacity on pS, Gq.
(2) If φ P B pGq and c P R, then ű pφ`cq dν " ű φ dν`c.
(4) If φ P B pGq and a ě 0, then ű a φ dν " a ű φ dν. 
2.2.
Capacities and Strong Nonatomicity. Let ν be a given capacity on pS, Gq, fix some X P B pGq. Then it is easily seen that the set function ν˝X´1 defined on the Borel σ-algebra of R is a capacity.
Definition 2.9. The capacity ν˝X´1 is said to be nonatomic if for any t P R, ν˝X´1 pttuq " 0.
Definition 2.10. The capacity ν is said to be strongly nonatomic with respect to X if for any a, b P R, (2.12) ν˝X´1´pa, bq¯" ν˝X´1´ra, bq¯" ν˝X´1´pa, bs¯" ν˝X´1´ra, bsW hen ν is strongly nonatomic with respect to X, the capacity ν˝X´1 will be called strongly nonatomic.
Intuitively, the requirement that ν be strongly nonatomic with respect to X (i.e. that ν˝X´1 be strongly nonatomic) is a strengthening of the requirement that ν˝X´1 be nonatomic. The following proposition formalizes this fact, and its proof is in Appendix B.
Proposition 2.11.
(1) If ν is strongly nonatomic with respect to X, then ν˝X´1 is nonatomic.
(2) If ν˝X´1 is nonatomic and if ν is submodular, then ν is strongly nonatomic with respect to X.
Remark 2.12. If ν is additive, then ν is is strongly nonatomic with respect to X if and only if ν˝X´1 is nonatomic. That is, when ν is additive, ν˝X´1 is strongly nonatomic if and only if ν˝X´1 is nonatomic. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.11, since additivity implies submodularity.
Monotone Equimeasurable Rearrangements: The Case of a Capacity
Let ν be a given capacity on a given measurable space pS, Gq, and let X P B`pGq be fixed all throughout. It will be assumed that the function X has a closed range r0, M s, where M :" }X} sup . Denote by Σ the σ-algebra σtXu of subsets of S generated by X. Then by a classical result [1, Th. 4.41] , the elements of B`pΣq are the functions Y : S Ñ R of the form Y " I˝X, for some bounded, nonnegative, and Borel-measurable map I : X pSq Ñ R`. For each I : X pSq Ñ R`, let }I} sup :" sup tI pxq : x P X pSqu. Similarly, for each Y P B`pΣq, let }Y } sup :" sup tY psq : s P Su. Then for any Y " I˝X P B`pΣq, }Y } sup " }I} sup .
If I, I n : r0, M s Ñ r0, M s, for each n ě 1, I will write I n Ò I to signify that the sequence tI n u n is a nondecreasing sequence of functions and that lim nÑ`8 I n ptq " I ptq, for all t P r0, M s. Assumption 3.1. ν is continuous and strongly nonatomic with respect to X. Assumption 3.1 implies that ν˝X´1 is a continuous and nonatomic capacity.
3.1.
A Nonincreasing ν-Upper-Equimeasurable Rearrangement. For a given Y " I˝X P B`pΣq, define the map
to be the upper-distribution of I with respect to ν˝X´1. Then G ν,X,I is nonincreasing and rightcontinuous, due to Assumption 3.1. Moreover, Proposition 3.2. If I, J, I n : r0, M s Ñ R`, n ě 1, are Borel-measurable then:
(1) pI ď Jq ñ pG ν,X,I ď G ν,X,J q.
(2) If ν is also continuous from below, then pI n Ò Iq ñ pG ν,X,In Ò G ν,X,I q.
The proof of Proposition 3.2 is in Appendix B. Now, let Y " I˝X P B`pΣq, with I : r0, M s Ñ Rb ounded and Borel-measurable. 
The following proposition gives some properties of the map r I. Its proof is in Appendix B.
Proposition 3.4. Under Assumption 3.1, the following hold:
(1) r I is nonincreasing and Borel-measurable.
(2) r I is right-continuous.
(5) I and r I have the same upper-distribution with respect to ν˝X´1. 
The function r Y will be called a nonincreasing ν-upper-equimeasurable rearrangement of Y with respect to X.
3.2.
A Nondecreasing ν-Lower-Equimeasurable Rearrangement. For a given Y " I˝X P B`pΣq, define the map F ν,X,I : R Ñ r0, 1s t Þ Ñ F ν,X,I ptq :" ν˝X´1`tz P r0, M s : I pzq ď tu ( 3.4) to be the lower-distribution of I with respect to ν˝X´1. Then F ν,X,I is nondecreasing and rightcontinuous, due to Assumption 3.1. Now, let Y " I˝X P B`pΣq, with I : r0, M s Ñ R`bounded and Borel-measurable. Definition 3.6. Define the function r r I : R`Ñ R`by (3.5) r r I ptq :" inf
The following proposition gives some properties of the map r r I. Its proof is in Appendix B.
Proposition 3.7. Under Assumption 3.1, the following hold:
(1) r r I is nondecreasing and Borel-measurable.
(2) r r I is left-continuous.
(3) For all t P R`, F ν,X,Iˆr r I ptq˙ě ν˝X´1`r0, ts˘.
(6) I and r r I have the same lower-distribution with respect to ν˝X´1. 
Monotone Equimeasurable Rearrangements: The Case of a Measure
Here I consider the special case of a rearrangement on a nonatomic measure space, and show how the classical results [45, 26, 30, 52] can be obtained as special cases of the results given in the previous section.
Consider the setting of Section 3, and suppose also that P is a given (countably additive) probability measure on pS, Σq. Denote by Ψ X the probability measure P˝X´1 on the Borel sets, that is, the law of X for the measure P . If I, I n : r0, M s Ñ r0, M s, for each n ě 1, I will write I n Ó I, Ψ X -a.s., to signify that the sequence tI n u n is a nonincreasing sequence of functions and that lim nÑ`8 I n ptq " I ptq, for Ψ X -a.a. t P r0, M s. Similarly, I will write I n Ò I, Ψ X -a.s., to signify that the sequence tI n u n is a nondecreasing sequence of functions and that lim nÑ`8 I n ptq " I ptq, for Ψ X -a.a. t P r0, M s.
All throughout this section, the following assumption will be made. Assumption 4.1. Ψ X is nonatomic, that is, X is a continuous random variable on the probability space pS, G, P q.
Recall from Remark 2.12 that since P is a bona fide measure, nonatomicity and strong nonatomicity of Ψ X are equivalent.
4.1. A Nondecreasing Rearrangement. For a given Y " I˝X P B`pΣq, define the map
to be the distribution function of I with respect to Ψ X . Then F Ψ X ,I is nondecreasing and rightcontinuous, due to Assumption 4.1. The function t Þ Ñ 1´F Ψ X ,I ptq is usually called the survival function of I with respect to Ψ X , and for each t P R,
The following proposition gives some properties of the map r r I. Its proof is in Appendix B. (2) For all t P R`, F Ψ X ,Iˆr r I ptq˙ě Ψ X`r 0, ts(
3)
r r I ptq ě 0, for each t P r0, M s, r r I p0q " 0, and r r I pM q ď M ; 
3) Ψ X´t t P r0, M s : I ptq P B¯" Ψ X´t t P r0, M s : r I ptq P Bu(
7)
If I : r0, M s Ñ R`is another nondecreasing, Borel-measurable map which is Ψ X -equimeasurable with I, then I " r r I, Ψ X -a.s.;
(9) If I, I n : r0, M s Ñ r0, M s, for each n ě 1, and I n Ó I, φ-a.s., then r r I n Ó r r I, Ψ X -a.s. Similarly to the previous construction, for a given a Borel-measurable set B Ď r0, M s with φ pBq ą 0, there exists a Ψ X -a.s. unique (on B) nondecreasing, Borel-measurable mapping Ă Ă I B : B Ñ r0, M s which is Ψ X -equimeasurable with I on B, in the sense that for any α P r0, M s,
Ă Ă I B ptq ď αuĂ Ă I B is called a nondecreasing Ψ X -rearrangement of I on B. Since X is G-measurable, there exists
A P G such that A " X´1 pBq, and hence P pAq ą 0. Now, define Ă Ă Y A :" Ă Ă I B˝X . Since both I and Ă Ă I B are bounded Borel-measurable mappings, it follows that Y, 
A Nonincreasing Rearrangement.
As for the nondecreasing rearrangement, one can define a nonincreasing equimeasurable rearrangement. The construction is similar to that of Section 3.1. However, the difference with the case of a continuous and strongly nonatomic capacity is that in the case of a nonatomic probability measure P , the nonincreasing P -equimeasurable rearrangement will be P -a.s. unique.
Nonincreasing Equimeasurable Rearrangements of Simple Functions
As in Section 3, Let pS, Gq be a given measurable space, and let X P B`pGq be fixed all throughout, such that X pSq " r0, M s, where M :" }X} sup . Denote by Σ the σ-algebra σtXu of subsets of S generated by X, and let B`pΣq denote the collection of all bounded, Σ-measurable nonnegative real-valued functions on S. Again, elements of B`pΣq are the functions Y : S Ñ R of the form Y " I˝X, for some bounded, nonnegative, and Borel-measurable map I : X pSq Ñ R`.
Let ν be a continuous capacity on pS, Σq which is strongly nonatomic with respect to X. For any nonnegative, Σ-measurable function Y , there is a sequence tY n u n of nonnegative, Σ-measurable simple functions on pS, Σq that converges monotonically upwards and pointwise to Y [27, Proposition 2.1.7]. Moreover, if Y is bounded (that is, Y P B`pΣq), then the convergence is uniform [47, Theorem 11.35] . Since for each n ě 1, Y n is Σ-measurable, there is a bounded and Borel-measurable function I n : r0, M s Ñ R`such that Y n " I n˝X . Consequently, I n Ò I. Thus, by Proposition 3.4, r I n Ò r I, where r I and r I n are defined as in eq. (3.2), for each n ě 1. Therefore, r Y n Ò r Y , where r Y :" r I˝X is a nonincreasing ν-upper-equimeasurable rearrangement of Y with respect to X, and r Y n :" r I n˝X is a nonincreasing ν-upper-equimeasurable rearrangement of Y n with respect to X, for each n ě 1.
Hence, one way to characterize a rearrangement of a nonnegative, Σ-measurable function Y is as a limit of rearrangements of simple functions. In this section, I give a characterization of a nonincreasing ν-upper-equimeasurable rearrangement of a simple function.
Nonincreasing ν-Upper-Equimeasurable
Rearrangement of a Simple function. Any Σ-simple function Y P B`pΣq can be written as Y " ř n i"1 α i 1 C i , for some tα i u n i"1 Ă R`and a partition tC i u n i"1 of S, where C i P Σ, for each i P t1, . . . , nu. Since C i P Σ, for each i P t1, . . . , nu, and since Σ " σtXu, it follows that
where B i is a Borel subset of X pSq " r0, M s, for each i P t1, . . . , nu, and tB i u n i is a partition of r0, M s. in other words, Y " I˝X, where the function I is a simple function on r0, M s of the form
Without loss of generality, assume that α 1 ą α 2 ą . . . ą α n ą α n`1 :" 0, and recall from eq. (3.2) that r I ptq " inf ! z P R`: G ν,X,I pzq ď ν˝X´1`r0, ts˘)
It can be easily verified that ν˝X´1 prI ą zsq "
and that
(1) m i :" ν˝X´1 pB 1 Y . . . Y B i q, for 1 ď i ď n; and, (2) t 0 :" 0 and t i :" F´1 ν˝X´1 pm i q, for 1 ď i ď n, where F ν˝X´1 ptq :" ν˝X´1 pr0, tsq.
Note that m i " ν˝X´1`r0, t i s˘" ν˝X´1`r0, t i q˘, for 1 ď i ď n. It can be easily checked that I and r I have the same upper-distribution with respect to ν˝X´1, and, therefore, Y ν " r Y . In particular, Y and r Y have the same Choquet integral with respect to ν.
The Choquet Integral of a Simple Function. For the simple function
defined in eq. (5.1), with α 1 ą α 2 ą . . . ą α n ą α n`1 :" 0, the Choquet integral is given by
3. An Example. Consider a simple function Y " I˝X, with
where α 1 ą α 2 ą α 3 ą α 4 ą α 5 :" 0, and B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , B 4 are disjoint Borel subsets of the range of X, and suppose that ν is a strongly nonatomic capacity with respect to X on pS, Σq. Then,
With t i defined such that m i " ν˝X´1`r0, t i s˘" ν˝X´1`r0, t i q˘, for i " 1, 2, 3, 4, it follows that 0 ď t 1 ď t 2 ď t 3 ď t 4 , and 
An Application: Minimizing Production Cost under Ambiguity
Consider an economy with one producer and one consumer, facing an underlying uncertainty represented by a collection S of states of the world, as in the sate-contingent approach to the theory of production presented in Chambers and Quiggin [20] . An event is a subset of S, and we assume S to be endowed with a σ-algebra of events G.
The producer, or firm, has the possibility of producing a certain range of goods that are seen by the consumer as perfect substitutes, for the sake of simplicity. Denote by G the collection of all such goods. Each good g P G can be produced in a (random) amount Y g which is contingent on the (random) price X of some given resource. X is a random variable on the measurable space pS, Gq, taken to be bounded and with closed range X pSq :" r0, M s. Y g is a function of X, assumed to be nonnegative and bounded in what follows, that is Y g P B`pΣq, where Σ denotes the σ-algebra σtXu. Hence, Y g can be written in the form I g pXq, for some bounded, nonnegative, and Borel-measurable map I g : X pSq Ñ R`. Any good g P G that the firm can produce can then be identified with the associated function I g , via the mapping
Assume that G is large enough so that the mapping I can be considered surjective 6 . That is, for any Z P B`pΣq, there is at least one g P G such that Ipgq " Z. We can then identify G with B`pΣq. Henceforth, a "good" (g P G) will be identified with the "amount" (I pgq P B`pΣq) of that good that can be produced, and these terms will be used interchangeably, unless stated otherwise.
Furthermore, assume that there is an upper bound on the (random) amount of any good that can be produced, due to physical limitations, capital limitations, technology limitations, and so forth. Denote this upper bound by N , for some N P R`, N ă`8. This upper bound is the same for all production amounts Y P B`pΣq, since it is assumed to be independent of the specific good produced. In other words, for each g P G, and for each state of the world s P S, one has I pgq psq " Y g psq ď N ă`8.
The firm has ambiguous beliefs about the realizations of X, and hence of Y , for each Y P B`pΣq. These ambiguous beliefs are represented by a capacity ν on pS, Σq. In producing the random amount Y g of any given good g P G, the firm incurs an "expected cost". This "expected cost" is represented by a mapping C : B`pΣq Ñ R`(e.g., a Choquet integral with respect to ν). For a given (random amount of a) good Y P B`pΣq, the "expected amount" produced by the firm is the quantity A pY q, where the mapping A : B`pΣq Ñ R`is given. The firm seeks to produce a good that will minimize the "expected cost" of production, given a minimum production target and some other constraints. Specifically, the firm's problem is the following:
where A 0 is a given and fixed minimal production target, and where all other constraints on Y are assumed to be represented by the second constraint, for a given D 0 and a given mapping D : B`pΣq Ñ R. Proof. Suppose that Problem (6.2) admits a solution Y˚. Take r Y˚to be a nonincreasing ν-upperequimeasurable rearrangement of Y˚with respect to X. The rest follows form Definition 2.6 and Proposition 3.4 (5) and (6). Proposition 6.1 sates that if Problem (6.2) admits a solution, then it admits at least another solution which is anti-comonotonic with X. Nothing guarantees, a priori, that the set of optimal solutions for Problem (6.2) is indeed non-empty. Theorem 6.3 below not only guarantees the existence of a solution to Problem (6.2), but also guarantees that that solution is anti-comonotonic with X, under an additional condition on the mappings C, A, and D. This condition can be interpreted as a continuity requirement. Definition 6.2. A mapping ρ : B`pΣq Ñ R is said to preserve uniformly bounded pointwise convergence if for any Y˚P B`pΣq and for any sequence tY n u ně1 Ă B`pΣq such that
Y n " Y˚(pointwise), and (2) there is some N P p0,`8q such that Y n ď N , for each n ě 1, the following holds: lim
When ρ is defined as a Lebesgue integral with respect to some probability measure P on pS, Σq, i.e. ρ pY q " ş Y dP for each Y P B`pΣq, then Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem [27, Th. 2.4.4] implies that ρ preserves uniformly bounded pointwise convergence. More generally, if ρ is a Choquet integral with respect to some continuous capacity ν on pS, Σq, i.e. ρ pY q " ű Y dν for each Y P B`pΣq, then when seen as an operator on B`pΣq, ρ preserves uniformly bounded pointwise convergence. This is a consequence of [56, Th. 7.16 ]. 
2) admits a solution which is anti-comonotonic with X (provided it has a non-empty feasibility set).
The proof of Theorem 6.3 is given in Appendix B.
Conclusion and An Open Question
Classical techniques of monotone equimeasurable rearrangements on a measure space have proven to be very useful and fruitful in several problems in economic theory where uncertainty is present. The formulation of these problems, however, was entirely Bayesian, in the sense that ambiguity was left out of consideration and hence, de facto, played no role. On the other hand, largely motivated by the Ellsberg paradox [36] , decision theory has developed many models of choice to deal specifically with ambiguity in decision making, starting from the seminal work of Schmeidler [60] . Amarante [2] recently showed that Choquet integration, as an aggregation concept for preferences under ambiguity, is wide enough to cover most of these models. Consequently, to be able to use rearrangement techniques in problems where ambiguity -rather than uncertainty -is present, there ought to be a generalization of the idea of a rearrangement to a context of capacities -rather than additive measures.
In this paper, I defined both a nonincreasing equimeasurable rearrangement and a nondecreasing equimeasurable rearrangement in the context of a capacity that satisfies a property of strong nonatomicity. The latter is a strengthening of the notion of nonatomicity, and both of these properties are equivalent for submodular capacities and measures. Equimeasurability with respect to a capacity is defined in the usual way, as in Denneberg [33] . I also examined the special case of a nonatomic measure, and I showed how the usual properties of a rearrangement on a nonatomic measure space can be obtained as special cases of this paper's main results.
I then considered an application that illustrates the possible use of the notion of a monotone equimeasurable rearrangement in problems where (i) ambiguity is present; and (ii) monotonicity of a solution is a desired property. The problem examined was one of production under ambiguity, where a firm seeks the optimal good to produce so as to minimize the (expected) production cost associated with producing a random amount of that good.
Several issues are left for future research, and my most immediate concern is to extend the HardyLittlewood integral inequality to the case of capacities and Choquet integrals. Integral inequalities involving functions and their rearrangements (on a measure space) were first given by Hardy, Littlewood, and Pólya [45] and then generalized by Cambanis et al. [5] , Day [31] , and Lorentz [51] . All of these results rely heavily on the way in which the Lebesgue integral is constructed. The Choquet integral is a different mathematical object for which the classical techniques used in the aforementioned papers cannot be applied, mainly because of the non-additivity of capacities. A novel approach is required. Lemma A.1. Let pS, Σ, µq be a finite nonnegative measure space. If tA n u n Ă Σ is such that µ pA n q " µ pSq, for each n ě 1, then µ`Ş`8 n"1 A n˘" µ pSq.
Proof. Since for each n ě 1 one has µ pA n q " µ pSq, it follows that µ pSzA n q " 0, for each n ě 1. Therefore, since µ is nonnegative, and by countable subadditivity of countably additive measures [27, Proposition 1.2.2], it follows that 0 ď µ`Ť`8 n"1 SzA n˘ď ř`8 n"1 µ pSzA n q " 0. Therefore, µ`Ş`8 n"1 A n˘" µ pSq´µ`Ť`8 n"1 SzA n˘" µ pSq.
Lemma A.2. If pf n q n is a uniformly bounded sequence of nonincerasing real-valued functions on some closed interval I in R, with bound N (i.e. |f n pxq | ď N, @x P I, @n ě 1), then there exists a nonincerasing real-valued bounded function f˚on I, also with bound N , and a subsequence of pf n q n that converges pointwise to f˚on I.
Proof. [17, Lemma 13.15] or [35, pp. 165-166] .
A.2. Dynkin's π-λ Theorem. Definition A.3 (π-system). Let S be a nonempty set. A nonempty collection P of subsets of S is said to be a π-system if for each A, B P P, A X B P P.
Hence, a π-system is a nonempty collection of subsets of a set, which is closed under finite intersections.
Definition A.4 (λ-system, or Dynkin class). Let S be a nonempty set. A nonempty collection L of subsets of S is said to be a λ-system if (1) S P L;
(2) If A, B P L are such that A Ă B, then BzA P L; and, (3) If tA n u n is a nondecreasing sequence of elements of L such that A n Ò A :"
Theorem A.5 (Dynkin's π-λ Theorem). Let S be a nonempty set, P a π-system in S, and L a λ-system in S. If P Ă L then σtPu Ă L, where σtPu is the σ-algebra of subsets of S generated by P.
Proof. [1, pp. 135-136] .
Appendix B. Proofs B.1. Proof of Proposition 2.11.
(1) Fix any t P R. Then ν˝X´1 pttuq " ν˝X´1 prt, tsq " ν˝X´1 prt, tqq " ν˝X´1 p∅q " 0.
(2) First note that if ν is submodular then so is ν˝X´1. Fix any a, b P R. Then, by monotonicity of the capacity ν˝X´1, ν˝X´1´pa, bs¯ď ν˝X´1´ra, bs¯. On the other hand, ν˝X´1´pa, bs¯" ν˝X´1´pa, bs¯`ν˝X´1´tau¯(by nonatomicity) ě ν˝X´1´pa, bs Y tau¯`ν˝X´1´pa, bs X tau¯(by submodularity)
" ν˝X´1´ra, bsā nd so ν˝X´1´pa, bs¯" ν˝X´1´ra, bs¯. Similarly, using the same idea, it is easily shown that ν˝X´1´pa, bq¯" ν˝X´1´ra, bq¯" ν˝X´1´pa, bs¯. (1) Immediate from eq. (3.1) and the monotonicity of ν˝X´1. (1) Let t 1 ď t 2 . Then by monotonicity of ν˝X´1, ν˝X´1`r0, t 1 s˘ď ν˝X´1`r0, t 2 s˘. Therefore, # z P R`: G ν,X,I pzq ď ν˝X´1`r0, t 1 s˘+ Ď # z P R`: G ν,X,I pzq ď ν˝X´1`r0, t 2 s˘+
Consequently, eq. (3.2) yields r I pt 1 q ě r I pt 2 q. Borel-measurability of r I follows form its monotonicity.
(2) Let Υ I ptq :" inf
, so that r I ptq " Υ I´ν˝X´1`r 0, ts˘¯. By Assumption 3.1, to show right-continuity of the function r I, it then suffices to show rightcontinuity of the function Υ I . First, note that Υ I is nonincreasing. Let t n Ó t 0 , let y 0 :" Υ I pt 0 q, and let y n :" Υ I pt n q, for each n ě 1. Since Υ I is nonincreasing, y n Ò x ď y 0 , and so y n ď x ď y 0 , for each n ě 1. It suffices to show that x " y 0 . Suppose, per contra, that x ă y 0 . By definition of Υ I , it follows that y 0 " inf
, and so G ν,X,I pxq ą t 0
Now, since G ν,X,I is nonincreasing, G ν,X,I pxq ď lim nÑ`8 G ν,X,I py n q. However, since G ν,X,I is right-continuous (which is a consequence Assumption 3.1), G ν,X,I py n q " G ν,X,I pΥ I pt nď t n , @n ě 1
Consequently,
a contradiction. Therefore, Υ I is right-continuous, hence yielding the right-continuity of r I.
(3) For all t P R`, G ν,X,I´r I ptq¯" G ν,X,I´ΥI´ν˝X´1`r 0, ts˘¯¯. But, as in the proof of p2q above, the right-continuity of G ν,X,I implies that G ν,X,I´ΥI´ν˝X´1`r 0, ts˘¯¯ď νX´1`r 0, ts˘.
(4) Let I 1 ď I 2 . Then for each x P R`,
. Hence, by monotonicity of ν˝X´1, G ν,X,I 1 pxq ď G ν,X,I 2 pxq, and so for each t P R! z P R`: G ν,X,I 2 pzq ď ν˝X´1`r0, ts˘) Ď ! z P R`: G ν,X,I 1 pzq ď ν˝X´1`r0, ts˘)
By eq. (3.2), this yields r I 2 ptq ě r I 1 ptq.
(5) Fix some α ě 0. It suffices to show that ν˝X´1´ z P r0, M s : I pzq ą α (¯" ν˝X´1´ z P r0, M s : r I pzq ą α (S ince r I is nonincreasing, there is some x 0 ě 0 such that the set z P r0, M s : r I pzq ą α ( takes the form r0, x 0 q or r0, x 0 s, with r I pxq ď α for each x ą x 0 . Moreover, by right-continuity of r I, it follows that r I px 0 q ď α. Since G ν,X,I is nonincreasing,
where the last inequality follows from p3q above. Now, suppose that G ν,X,I pαq ă ν˝X´1`r0, x 0 s˘" ν˝X´1`r0, x 0 q˘. Then there is some z 0 ă x 0 such that G ν,X,I pαq " ν˝X´1`r0, z 0 s˘" ν˝X´1`r0, z 0 q˘. Therefore,
contradicting the fact that r I pxq ą α for any x ă x 0 . Therefore, G ν,X,I pαq " G ν,X,I´r I px 0 q¯" ν˝X´1`r0, x 0 s˘" G ν,X, r I pαq (6) Let N ă`8 be such that }I} sup " N . Then I ptq ď N , for each t P X pSq " r0, M s. Since r I is nonincreasing, it suffices to show that r I p0q ď N . But
But since I ptq ď N , for each t P X pSq " r0, M s, it follows that G ν,X,I pN q " 0, and so
(7) Suppose that I n Ò I. Then, by Proposition 3.2 (2), G ν,X,In Ò G ν,X,I . Now, by Proposition 3.4 (4), r I n ď r I n`1 ď r I, for each n ě 1. Therefore, r I n Ò lim nÑ`8 r I n :" r K ď r I. It then remains to show that r K ě r I. Suppose, per contra, that there is some t ě 0 such that r K ptq ă r I ptq. Therefore, r I n ptq ă r I ptq, for each n ě 1. That is, for each n ě 1,
Now, let B ptq :" ! z P R`: G ν,X,I pzq ď ν˝X´1`r0, ts˘) and let B n ptq :"
G ν,X,In pzq ď ν˝X´1`r0, ts˘), for each n ě 1. Since G ν,X,In Ò G ν,X,I , it follows that the sequence tB n ptqu ně1 is nonincreasing, and so lim nÑ`8 B n ptq " Ş ně1 B n ptq :" C ptq. It also follows that B ptq Ď B n ptq, for each n ě 1. Therefore,
Eq. (B.1) and (B.2) then imply that B ptq is a strict subset of B n ptq, for each n ě 1. Thus, for each n ě 1, there is some z 0,n ě 0 such that z 0,n P B ptq but z 0,n R B n ptq, i.e. G ν,X,I pz 0,n q ď ν˝X´1`r0, ts˘and G ν,X,In pz 0,n q ą ν˝X´1`r0, tsH ence, G ν,X,Im pz 0,n q ě G ν,X,In pz 0,n q ą ν˝X´1`r0, ts˘, for each m ě n. Consequently, G ν,X,I pz 0,n q " lim mÑ`8 G ν,X,Im pz 0,n q ě G ν,X,In pz 0,n q ą ν˝X´1`r0, ts˘, contradicting the fact that G ν,X,I pz 0,n q ď ν˝X´1`r0, ts˘. Therefore, r K ptq ě r I ptq, and so r K " r I. (1) Let t 1 ď t 2 . Then by monotonicity of ν˝X´1, ν˝X´1`r0, t 1 s˘ď ν˝X´1`r0, t 2 s˘. Therefore, # z P R`: F ν,X,I pzq ě ν˝X´1`r0, t 2 s˘+ Ď # z P R`: F ν,X,I pzq ě ν˝X´1`r0, t 1 s˘+
Consequently, eq. (3.5) yields r r I pt 1 q ě r r I pt 2 q. Borel-measurability of r r I follows form its monotonicity.
(2) Let ∆ I ptq :" inf
, so that r r I ptq " ∆ I´ν˝X´1`r 0, ts˘¯. By Assumption 3.1, to show left-continuity of the function r r I, it then suffices to show left-continuity of the function ∆ I . First, note that ∆ I is nondecreasing. Let t n Ò t 0 , let y 0 :" ∆ I pt 0 q, and let y n :" ∆ I pt n q, for each n ě 1. Since ∆ I is nondecreasing, y n Ò x ď y 0 , and so y n ď x ď y 0 , for each n ě 1. It suffices to show that x " y 0 . Suppose, per contra, that x ă y 0 . By definition of ∆ I , it follows that y 0 " inf ! z P R`: F ν,X,I pzq ě t 0 ) , and so
Now, since F ν,X,I is nondecreasing, F ν,X,I pxq ě lim nÑ`8 F ν,X,I py n q. However, since F ν,X,I is right-continuous (which is a consequence Assumption 3.1), F ν,X,I py n q " F ν,X,I p∆ I pt ně t n , for each n ě 1. Consequently,
a contradiction. Therefore, ∆ I is left-continuous, hence yielding the left-continuity of r r I.
(3) For all t P R`, F ν,X,Iˆr r I ptq˙" F ν,X,I´∆I´ν˝X´1`r 0, ts˘¯¯. But, as in the proof of p2q above, the right-continuity of F ν,X,I implies that F ν,X,I´∆I´ν˝X´1`r 0, ts˘¯¯ě νX´1`r 0, ts˘.
. Hence, by monotonicity of ν˝X´1, F ν,X,I 2 pxq ď F ν,X,I 1 pxq, and so for each t P R! z P R`: F ν,X,I 2 pzq ě ν˝X´1`r0, ts˘) Ď ! z P R`: F ν,X,I 1 pzq ě ν˝X´1`r0, ts˘)
By eq. (3.5), this yields r I 2 ptq ě r I 1 ptq.
(5) By eq. (3.5), for each t P R`,
Therefore, Ă Ă Id ptq ď t " Id ptq, for each t P r0, M s.
(6) Fix α ě 0. It suffices to show that ν˝X´1´ z P r0, M s : I pzq ď α (¯" ν˝X´1´ z P r0, M s : r r I pzq ď α (S ince r r I is nondecreasing, there is some x 0 P r0, M s such that the set ! x P r0, M s : r r I pxq ď α ) has the form r0, x 0 q or r0, x 0 s, with r r I pxq ą α for each x P px 0 , M s. Moreover, by left-continuity of r r I, it follows that r r I px 0 q ď α. Since F ν,X,I is nondecreasing, F ν,X,I pαq ě F ν,X,Iˆr r I px 0 q˙ě ν˝X´1`r0, x 0 s˘" ν˝X´1`r0, x 0 q˘, where the last inequality follows from p3q above. Now, suppose that F ν,X,I pαq ą ν˝X´1`r0, x 0 s˘" ν˝X´1`r0, x 0 q˘. Then there is some z 0 P px 0 , M s such that F ν,X,I pαq " ν˝X´1`r0, z 0 s˘" ν˝X´1`r0, z 0 q˘. Therefore, r r I pz 0 q " inf ! z P R`: F ν,X,I pzq ě ν˝X´1`r0, z 0 s˘) " inf ! z P R`: F ν,X,I pzq ě F ν,X,I pαq ) ď α contradicting the fact that r r I pxq ą α for each x P px 0 , M s. Therefore, F ν,X,I pαq " F ν,X,Iˆr r I px 0 q˙" ν˝X´1`r0, x 0 s˘" F ν,X, r r I pαq (7) Let N ă`8 be such that }I} sup " N . Then I ptq ď N , for each t P X pSq " r0, M s. Since r r I is nondecreasing, it suffices to show that r r I pM q ď N . But r r I pM q " inf ! z P R`: F ν,X,I pzq ě ν˝X´1`r0, M s˘)
" inf ! z P R`: F ν,X,I pzq ě 1 ) " inf ! z P R`: F ν,X,I pzq " 1
)
But since I ptq ď N , for each t P X pSq " r0, M s, it follows that F ν,X,I pN q " 1, and so N P ! z P R`: F ν,X,I pzq " 1 ) . Consequently, inf ! z P R`: F ν,X,I pzq " 1 ) ď N . .2), one has r r I ptq ě 0 for each t P r0, M s. Now, Ψ X pr0, 0sq " Ψ X pt0uq " 0, by nonatomicity of Ψ X . Therefore, for each x ě 0, Ψ X`t t P r0, M s : I ptq ď xu˘ě Ψ X pr0, 0sq. In particular, Ψ X`t t P r0, M s : I ptq ď 0u˘" Ψ X`t t P r0, M s : I ptq " 0u˘ě Ψ X pr0, 0sq
Hence, by equation (4.2), r r I p0q ď 0, and so r r I p0q " 0. Moreover, for each x P r0, M s, 1 " Ψ X pr0, M sq ě Ψ X`t t P r0, M s : I ptq ď xuT herefore, ! z P R`: Ψ X`t x P r0, M s : I pxq ď zu˘ě Ψ X`r 0, M s˘) " ! z P R`: Ψ X`t x P r0, M s : I pxq ď zu˘" 1 ) . Since I ptq ď M for each t P r0, M s, it follows that M P ! z P R`: Ψ X`t x P r0, M s : I pxq ď zu˘" 1 ) , and so from equation (4.2) it follows that r r I pM q " inf ! z P R`: Ψ X`t x P r0, M s : I pxq ď zu˘" 1 ) ď M ; B.6. Proof of Lemma 4.5. Since P pAq " 1, one has P pSzAq " 0, and so it follows that for all t P R, P " t Ă Ă Y A ě tu X A  " P rtY ě tu X As pby definition of Ă Ă Y A q " P rtY ě tu X As`P rtY ě tu X pSzAqs psince P pSzAq " 0q " P rtY ě tus " P ) be the feasibility set for Problem (6.2), and assume that F ‰ ∅. Denote by F Ó the collection of all elements of F that are anti-comonotonic with X. Then F Ó ‰ ∅, by a proof identical to that of Proposition 6.1. Moreover, by a proof identical to that of Proposition 6.1, for any Y P B`pΣq which is feasible for Problem (6.2), there is a r Y P B`pΣq which is not only feasible for Problem (6.2) and anti-comonotonic with X, but is such that C´r Y¯" C pY q. Hence, one can choose a maximizing sequence tY n u n in F Ó for Problem (6.2) . That is, lim nÑ`8 C pY n q " H :" sup Y PF C pY q Since 0 ď Y n ď N , for each n ě 1, the sequence tY n u n is uniformly bounded. Moreover, for each n ě 1 one has Y n " I n˝X . Consequently, the sequence tI n u n is a uniformly bounded sequence of nonincreasing Borel-measurable functions. Thus, by Lemma A.2, there is a nonincreasing function I˚: r0, M s Ñ r0, N s and a subsequence tI m u m of tI n u n such that tI m u m converges pointwise on r0, M s to I˚. Hence, I˚is also Borel-measurable, and so Y˚:" I˚˝X P B`pΣq is such that 0 ď Y˚ď N , and Y˚is anti-comonotonic with X. Moreover, the sequence tY m u m , defined by Y m :" I m˝X , converges pointwise to Y˚. Thus, by the assumption that the mappings A and D preserve uniformly bounded pointwise convergence, it follows that Y˚P F Ó . Now, by the assumption that the mapping C preserves uniformly bounded pointwise convergence, one has C pY˚q " lim 
